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Ǎs an introduction, first I want to state that my true purpose in dedicating this

report is not to disgrace anyone. My real target is to help those who really want a
solution for their personal beauty in a right, legitimate way.
Rather than to spend (or waste) so much money only to have you look beautiful and
elegant,it’s better to know ONE powerful method that can bring you to the ultimate
outcome. And then, turn back to apply any beauty knowledge or product you might
have and ‘it’ will blend all together to have you look beautiful than ever. Because ‘this’
is the leader of all beauty. It will detect any subject related to beauty and help those
subject to become more…effective.Hard to interpret right? But it’s true…believe it or
not, it’s there. You have seen it yourself in the website.
Finally, my special, beautiful knowledge being reveals in ‘Firnena - Secret of Being
Young and the Beauty That Last’. It’s proven that this secret is much more powerful
than ‘susuk’(also known as witchcraft in Malaysian and Indonesian tongue to look
beautiful), magic, sorcery or whatever source of mysticism knowledge around the
globe in making someone look ‘stunning’. My secret knowledge that is waiting to be
revealed is not just making someone look young and beautiful BUT; it’s truly becoming
young and beautiful! Turning someone into a beauty subject in a realistic form. No
tricks, no gimmick, no fluff.
And the most important part concern (and really matters to almost all); it is not against
the law of nature, human life, culture and belief. There’s nothing weird will happen after
having this knowledge. Except all people around you will look at you in a different way
compare previously. Not the look of something bad but the look of love, appreciation
and admiring. Yes, you will be admired.
Very well, this exclusive free report is not for me to talk a lot. I just want to tell a bit
about non fairy-tale that people never have captured. But not in the main website.
And I hope you will save this report only for yourself... personally.
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So, to get things more clearly, I want to show (or perhaps introduce) a few celebrity/
personality that represent this secret knowledge. This is some of the people that owns it:
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1) Ella (Malaysian Queen of Rock)

40 years above
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2) Hamidah Hamzah (RTM news presenter.
51 years old in 2008? Or more? Surely not less
than that.)

3) NorAlbaniah (actress in the 80’s).
This to be one of the most recent picture taken.
As though she’s just finished high school.
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And the most famous of all…

Dr.Mahathir .. as all of us know; how he
look in his age that has reached above 80
but still steady and healthy. You did notice
something about him but would never had
thought of it until NOW…

Each of them can keep their body shape and beauty in a so formal, elegant, feminine
and casual way that people hardly notice there might be some unusual ‘applied’.
Expression
With all the information so far, the rest is for you to think and observe yourself
whoever has this knowledge or not. Watch and compare them carefully and you will
spot the differences. Indeed, this is the most wanted, effective and relevant knowledge
in terms of being young and beautiful. I guarantee there’s no other knowledge that can
match the quality and strength of this very own secret knowledge.
Even you yourself can be beautifully young just like those celebrities if you are to
implement and practice the steps inside this powerful exposure: Ebook ‘Firnena Secret of Being Young and the Beauty That Last’. With confidence, I have provide
a guidance plus instructions that can make your skin smooth, soft and lovely. It doesn’t
involve the use of chemical, toxic and drugs. It is a 100% towards inner and outside
health implementation so that your beauty emerges originally natural.
It also doesn’t involve flower bath, rules of making traditional ingredients, drink from
the dew, smoked face with incense every Friday night or whatever that seems weird to
all of us. My technique is 100% clean and relevant. It is safe for everyone. It is the most
logic way to make people all around you surprised, amazed and captivated watching
you even if your ages is knocking towards your 55th anniversary. And believe me, if you
have doubt; take a look back at Goldie Hawn in Firnena’s Secret website to refresh
your memory.
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If you were only in the mid 20’s, imagine how beautiful you are if to have this
knowledge applied. Imagine! All those in the mid 20’s will loose the battle against you
in a race to look young and beautiful. All this success can be achieved once you have
the knowledge and alongside, use the techniques that being include in the Ebook. I
guarantee you that I don’t hand over rubbish.
Note: One more thing, you should already know that those who look
beautiful and handsome in their oldies is more to be desired than the
young ones…Keep that in mind.
So, the privileges of using the technique are; it can bring benefit to your health in facing
today’s lifestyle which is polluted with lots of unhealthy incident. Plus, if you are those
that really want to look slim, then the technique is sure to contribute towards achieving
it. Even if you have a pot-bellied stomach, this secret knowledge can prevent it from
getting or being worse. It will attempt and help keeping your body in shape. Again,
take a look at Hetty Koes Endang. She is rather fat though…but she doesn’t look
swelly. Instead; she looks deliciously plump. (Forget how she looks? Again; go back to
Firnena’s Secret website. I love having returning visitors ).

What is really inside the Ebook ‘Firnena - Secret of Being Young and the Beauty
That Last’?
One thing for sure is that the Ebook itself is not a fairy tale. It was a complete
manual guidance, easy to understand and simple to implement. It’s includes a solid
fundamentals for you to practise and achieve better hope and confidence in life. Using
this guidance, you’ll be stronger to deal with problems that might occur in life. You’ll also
be equipped with beauty knowledge that enable you to set up a business related to the
field (if you are interested – optional). Applying this technique, people certainly will see
you as a beauty expert. They’ll be amazed how on earth you manage to keep your skin
tight, smooth and young? If some of them dare to ask, would you tell them?
At Firnena, we don’t like to waste our customer time. We also avoid from talking too
much without thinking the benefits for our client. What we do is that we keep thinking
what can we do to satisfy our soon to be customer and how to improve towards our
already there is customer. We try giving the best of all to each part. And what benefits
do we have if we just talking nonsense to fill up empty space? Our commitment is to do
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business in ethical way because we at Firnena have reached the limit of: doing things
in right, ethical manner is to be one of the principal of beauty. Although we are not
perfect (and nobody does), we do know a lot about beauty than you could ever
imagine.
Let me give you an example: take a look at Firnena’s Secret website. It design was
easy and I’m sure you’re not having difficulties surfing it and end up downloading this
report. Not only the front cover of the website is pretty (if you don’t mind I’m saying),
but try to look at the source code…which is nicely done to be able to attain the W3C
validator success. Most people ignore the back code, as long as the fronts cover is
beautiful, that’s enough. But we at Firnena don’t take this lightly. We strive to make
everything seems refreshing and at the same time; works fine. We give inner and
outside beauty a balanced enigma. (Plus, is Firnena’s website load fast so that you
don’t have to wait? I’m sorry if you do.)
And that’s beauty! I could tell more but I fear that it only gonna give you headache.
Telling this is just a simple recap about I know what I’m offering!
But please, do forgive me if something you felt needed to be corrected or improve
because again; nobody’s perfect!
In this Ebook ‘Firnena - Secret of Being Young and the Beauty That Last’ we attach
a step by step from the beginning like; where can you get this knowledge, what was
this knowledge and further more in guiding you to reach the turning point where you
can develop this technique for yourself. Only in one day you can see your skin structure
transform smoothly. Then, you’ll be ready to implement the techniques that will bring
your beauty appearance to its maximum level. It was a tremendous technique of all
time.

Starting from that moment, you’ll be going through changes. Bit by bit you’ll be
transform into a new person. If you are already a beautiful person, your beauty will be
‘mean’. Meaning; will be much more attractive, fascinating and elegant. What else
can you expect from this? It’s a totally true, clean and most successive knowledge in
keeping your beauty alive.
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So let me remind you something, so that you will not
misuse this beauty knowledge to play around with
people’s personal feelings.This is really important
because the beauty that you have can make you
being admired by society around. So, what included
in this Firnena’s Ebook; we teach you how to take
care of your behaviour so that you will not involve in
any undesirable problems. How to handle a person
that adore you so much but you don’t have any
interest; with care and polite. How to identify who’s
you ever really wanted and how to get him or her.
I will teach you how to use the knowledge to attract a person that you desire so much.
The person will be engulf in fantasy and keep thinking of you and finally become
yours…

BUT BEWARE! Don’t ever try to use my technique just for fun and fill up your passion.
If you ever did that, I will not guarantee of what will happen in the future. (Everyone that
deliberately make damages to others feeling will get their punishment. The question
is, whenever it will come quick or slow…but certainly; it will come). Only practise this
technique if you really, really want to get serious. Not to just play around. Hope to keep
that in mind.
So, finally we have reached the end of this free report by Firnena. The point is, after
getting this Ebook ‘Firnena - Secret of Being Young and the Beauty That Last’, your
beauty will explodes, beating all the people around you (and any adversaries that might
have). That is my GUARANTEE if you really practise all the instruction and technique
described correctly.
Best Regards,
firnena.com/secret
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